WARRANTY CERTIFICATE for composite kitchen sink

MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS for composite kitchen sink

Thank you for choosing the kitchen sinks with the FAT trademark!

5 years warranty

chemically
resistant

easy
cleaning

for Cast marble and Granixit

10 years warranty

chemically
resistant

easy
cleaning

for FATGRANIT

stain
resistant

Material:

available in
various colours

+ 8

scratch
resistant

+ 28

shock
resistant

Polymermamor (Cast Marble) – composite material with main ingredients natural marble powder (80%) and polyester resin. The coating
is a transparent, chemical resistant sanitary gel-coat.
Granixit – composite material with the same basic ingredients as by Polymermamor, but in the gel-coat covering are added specific
granules with high hardness and great color variety. This additive provides higher resistance to chemical and mechanical influences and
enables great color diversity.
FAGRANITE is a composite material of 80% natural quartz /the hardest part of the granite/ and 20% resins.

/valid from the date of sale/

• Warranty refers solely to the material the sink is being made and does not apply to damages resulting by normal wear and tear of the
product, as well as damages, caused by improper or careless usage /especially by usage of aggressive or abrasive chemical agents for
cleaning the sink/

Instructions for use and maintenance of the kitchen sinks FAT
Dear customers,
The compliance with the instructions for use and maintenance will provide a long life and good vision for your sink.

Complains are not accepted in the following cases:

1.When, on the moment of complaint the purchasing document/receipt along with warranty certificate (in full) is not being provided by
claimer.
2.When defects are accidental, due to transport, storage, and defective handling or natural disasters.
3.When not following entirely the mounting instructions, faucet hole perforation, usage and maintenance, recommended by producer.
4.When is attempted repairing servicing the damaged product by unauthorized persons.
5.When the product is not being used according to destination.
Resolution of the complaint, for an unmounted sink will be made by distributor in the point of sale. In case of a mounted sink, the complaint
will be resolved at the place where the sink is, by the distributor. Please, contact FAT at e-mail: office_bg@fat-bg.com. By resolution of a
warranty is understood fixing or replacing the product, only if is confirmed that the fault belongs to the producer. In any other condition
than one mentioned above, the cost of man work/hours on the product and costs of transport will be charged to the customer/owner.

Seller’s contractual obligation:

EN

To fill in all the blanks in the warranty certificate, and to ensure that upon handling the product, has to be:
• properly packed
• completed with Italian siphon and paper template /kitchen sinks for modules with codes 218 and 219 are not completed with paper
templates/
To advise the customer to transport the product in a careful manner/ following the package markings /symbols/.
The seller is obliged to the client and the producer is obliged to the seller for any defects of the product complained within the warranty
period.
• To cover possible expenses for the fixing/replacing operations, storage packing/transporting, and to return to the customer
within the statutory period
• To replace the product when this: connot be fixed (service confirmed), when the cost of repairing is over the price of the product, or to
return the value in money or others means, when replacing is impossible.
• To extend warranty when the product was not in function (from the date of complain till returning it to the user functioning).
• In an event of complaint to fill in form (available with the seller) and to affix it to the warranty certificate, becoming an integral part of it.
Client’s contractual obligation:
To transport the sink in a careful manner, following the package markings/symbols, and use the product according to the instructions
written in the warranty form.
To allow access of a representative of the seller (service team), for picking up/repairing the product on the spot, in his location.
The above represent agreement between parts, according to the laws of consumer protection in use, during purchase.

DECLARATION OF PERFORMANCE N: 2 / 21.10.2016г
1.Unique identification code of product type: Composite kitchen sinks - Polymermramor, Granixit, Fatgranit - models: 201, 203, 204, 205, 206,
207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212, 213, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218, 219, 220, 221, 222, 223, 224, 225, 226, 227, 228, 229, 230, 231, 232, 233, 234, 235, 236;
2.Type, batch or serial number or any other element allowing identification of the construction product as required under Article 11(4):
Composite kitchen sinks
3.Intended use or uses of the construction product in accordance with the applicable harmonized technical specification as foreseen by
manufacturer: Preparation of food, dishwashing and discharge of domestic wastewater (PWD)
4.Name,registered trade name or registered trade mark and contact address of manufacture as required under Article 11(5): FAT EOOD,
4004 Plovdiv, Bulgaria, 138, Bratia Buckston str, tel. + 359 32 67 22 30, web: www.fat-bg.com, e-mail: office_bg@fat-bg.com
5.Where applicable, name and contact address of the authorized representative whose mandate cover the tasks specified in Article12(2):
Non applicable
6.System or systems of assessment and verification of constancy of performance of the construction product as set out in
CPR(305/2011/EU), Annex V: system №4
7.In case of the declaration of performance concerning a construction product covered by a harmonized standard: EN 13310:2015
8.In case of the declaration of performance concerning a construction product, for which it was issued European Technical Assessment: Not
applicable
9.Declared performance:
Harmonised standard

The heavy kitchenware often has rough/sharp surfaces and edges – use a suitable protective pad to protect the sink bottom
Falling of sharp and heavy objects in/on the sink can damage its surface.
Do not place hot kitchenware directly from the oven on the sink – risk on damage for the surface coating.
Clean the sink with a soft sponge and dish soap, then rinse with warm water
Wipe with a soft dry to prevent the formation of limestone and stains.
For persistent stains, rub the area with a soft sponge, using any cleaning agents(without abrasive) or agents for limestone cleaning
available on the market . After finish the cleaning rinse sink thoroughly with water.
ATTENTION: Do not use any abrasive materials or sharp objects for cleaning the sink – it may damage the surface. The speciﬁc lay-up of
the Fat sinks does not allowed the generation and retention of contaminants.
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Cleaning and maintenance of FATGRANIT composite sink

MAINTAINING A GRANITE SINK IS EASY IF YOU CLEAN IT REGUALARY WITH THE CLEANING DETERGENTS USUALLY USED IN YOUR
HOUSEHOLD.
Тhe longer the stains stand on the sink’s surface, the more difficult it would be to get rid of them.
Here are some recommendations from us for the remaining visible pollutions, traces of scratches, colourings or spots.
• To remove grease deposits from the bottom and walls of the sink, use the standard dishwashing detergent and a soft sponge, then rinse
thoroughly and dry.
• To remove any other stains or scale deposits, apply anti-scale detergent evenly on the coated places, let it sit for about 5 minutes, then
rinse thoroughly and dry.
• To remove traces and scratches formed from metal utensils on the sink’s surface, as well as for treating especially stubborn stains, use
abrasive dry or creamy household detergent. Wipe dry and apply the detergent on the affected area and let it sit for 5-10 minutes. With
the abrasive side of a household sponge, rub the surface thoroughly using a circular motion(if necessary apply pressure). Rinse with water
and wipe dry.
Caution: Do not use aggressive chemicals such as concentrated caustic soda, formic acid, etc. on this base, as well as highly corrosive
preparations - there is a risk of surface damage or change of color.

Instruction for drilling faucet holes

1.Remove the sink from the box, and place with face heading up, on a stabile surface.
Faucet holes will be perforated before installing the sink into the kitchen worktop.
2.Kitchen sinks FAT have pre fixed faucet holes. Choose the ones you prefer.
3.With the sharp edge of a small hammer hit a few times only in the marked center.
!!!Perforating the sink/knocking the marked center will take place only on the upper side surface (face of the sink).
4.Continue knocking with light hits from center of the hole to the edge of it, until forming the final form of the hole.
5.Leftover pieces of material/dust may be smoothed with sand paper, sand razor, or any appropriate abrasive.
6.If, after perforating the faucet hole is wished re-packing and transporting the product, it is needed to clean the functional side of the sink.

Instruction for installation the sink in the kitchen countertop

1.Place the paper template on the countertop and draw the contour.
2.The cutting process have to be made inside the marked contour /so that line remains visible on the worktop/, use an electric chainsaw.
Make first a hole in one of the corners of the contour, then continue with cutting from this hole.
3.Check by placing the sink in the newly formed opening whether it meets the sink’s dimensions, if ok -remove the sink and clean both
contact surfaces - of the sink and the kitchen board with degreaser/alcohol. Carefully apply silicone (we recommend only transparent
sanitary silicone) on both surfaces.
4.Place the sink carefully into the opening, press, and level it with the wall or the countertop.
5.Cut the remains of the silicone adhesive with a spatula or any other instrument not very sharp. Pay attention at the integrity of the kitchen
board during mounting.
6.After few minutes clean entirely the adhesive/silicon traces from the board. If necessary clean with a soft cloth.
7.After the final drying of the silicone adhesive (please check the drying time on the package) you can use the sink.
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The manufacturer reserves the right to modify products, accessories and this document at any time without prior notice!

1.Use the paper template for correct drawing the place for cutting on the kitchen worktop.
2.Cut the kitchen worktop with a proper instrument according the material of the worktop.
3.For fixing the sink use polyurethane glue, follow thee instructions of the producer of the glue for the relevant material of your worktop.
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Manager FAT Ltd.
Atanas Petkov
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10.The performance of the product identified in points 1 and 2 is in conformity with the declared performance in point 9
This declaration of performance is issued under the sole responsibility of the producer identified in point. 4:
Signed for and on behalf of the manufacturer by

•
•
•
•
•

Mounting instruction for undermount sink /product code 221, 222, 232/

EN 13310:2015
О

Result
Pass
Pass
Pass

ПЛ

Essential characteristics
Cleanability (CA)
Load resistance ( LR)
Durability (DA)

Cast Marble/Granixit sinks

Mounting instruction for module sink /product code 218 and 219/

1.When having kitchen modules with the side measurements of 50/55 cm, mount-it according to the below instructions /from points 3 to 5/.
2.When having kitchen modules with the side measurements of 45 cm, remove the protection, plank/backboard (if necessary), which is placed
in the back side of the module (if there).
3.Clean the down side of the kitchen sinks with a soft cloth and spirit/alcohol.
4.Apply a layer of silicone/adhesive on the upper side of the module (after being cleaned) and place the sink.
5.Connection between board and sink shall be made with a standard aluminum decorative profile and silicone/adhesive.

